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Establishing how grid cells are anatomically ar-
ranged, on a microscopic scale, in relation to their
firing patterns in the environment would facilitate
a greater microcircuit-level understanding of the
brain’s representation of space. However, all previ-
ous grid cell recordings used electrode techniques
that provide limited descriptions of fine-scale organi-
zation. We therefore developed a technique for
cellular-resolution functional imaging of medial ento-
rhinal cortex (MEC) neurons in mice navigating a
virtual linear track, enabling a new experimental
approach to study MEC. Using these methods, we
show that grid cells are physically clustered in MEC
compared to nongrid cells. Additionally, we demon-
strate that grid cells are functionally micro-orga-
nized: the similarity between the environment firing
locations of grid cell pairs varies as a function of
the distance between them according to a ‘‘Mexican
hat’’-shaped profile. This suggests that, on average,
nearby grid cells have more similar spatial firing
phases than those further apart.
INTRODUCTION
In vivo imaging experiments are beginning to reveal how the
encoding properties and flexibility of circuits are related to the
anatomical functional organization of their neurons on the micro-
circuit scale (positioning of neurons on the tens of microns
scale). For example, in high-level association brain regionswhich
form complex and flexible representations from multimodal
input, only a random or limited functional microarrangement
has been observed (i.e., the physical positioning of neurons
with respect to each other is not strongly related to their encod-
ing properties) (Dombeck et al., 2010; Harvey et al., 2012). In
contrast, in lower-level sensorimotor regions which form rela-
tively simple and stable representations from lower modality
input, a relatively high degree of functional microarrangement
has been observed (i.e., neurons with similar encoding proper-
ties are spatially clustered) (Bonin et al., 2011; Dombeck et al.,
2009; Hira et al., 2013; Issa et al., 2014; Komiyama et al., 2010;
Sato et al., 2007). The medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), however,Nis a high-level-association brain region that integrates multi-
modal input, but it forms relatively simple and stable representa-
tions, making it unclear if the functional micro-organization of
its neurons will resemble high-level association or lower-level
sensorimotor regions.
Grid cells in the MEC generate ametric for representing an an-
imal’s local spatial environment. These cells fire selectively when
an animal visits locations arranged on the vertices of a repeating
regular triangular lattice, tiling the floor of the environment (Fyhn
et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005). Determining the anatomical
location and circuit organization of grid cells in the MEC in
relation to their environment firing patterns has been the focus
of numerous experiments and computational models (Burak
and Fiete, 2009; Burgalossi et al., 2011; Couey et al., 2013;
Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006; Garden et al., 2008; Giocomo et al.,
2007; Guanella et al., 2007; Hafting et al., 2005; Kitamura
et al., 2014; Pastoll et al., 2013; Ray et al., 2014; Stensola
et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2013a). For example, the initial discovery
of grid cells demonstrated that their spatial periodicity changes
systematically across the dorsal-ventral axis of the MEC, and
more recent studies have demonstrated that these changes
occur in discrete steps, suggesting that the MEC contains
numerous independent grid cell modules, each with different
grid firing properties and each occupying 300–500 micron re-
gions in the MEC (Hafting et al., 2005; Stensola et al., 2012).
Consistent with the idea of functional modules, grid cells re-
corded on the same or nearby tetrode (hundreds of microns
apart) display coordinated changes in grid field properties in
response to changes to the animal’s local environment (Yoon
et al., 2013a). Together, these findings lent support to previously
existing computational models in which each grid cell functional
module consists of a low-dimensional continuous attractor
network (CAN). Thus knowledge of the functional organization
of grid cells on the macroscopic scale (hundreds of microns to
millimeters) has provided support for CAN models of grid cells.
Due largely to technical limitations associated with studying
smaller spatial scales in the MEC, it remains unclear if or how
grid cells are functionally organized on the microcircuit scale.
For example, while no clear topography of grid phase has
been observed on the macroscopic scale (Hafting et al., 2005),
it is unknown whether any grid phase topography exists on finer
scales (Moser et al., 2014). Further, while anatomical studies
have suggested that grid cells may physically cluster together
in the MEC (Kitamura et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2014), more direct
evidence for grid cell clustering is lacking. Thus, methods
capable of functional measurements at finer scales in the MECeuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1079
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network and enable a greater microcircuit level description of
grid cell firing.
RESULTS
Chronic Cellular-Resolution Imaging of MEC
in Behaving Mice
To allow for measurements of the functional micro-organization
of grid cells, we developed a chronic imaging window that allows
for cellular-resolution two-photon imaging of neuronal activity in
MEC of behaving mice. Imaging MEC directly through the dorsal
cortical surface is complicated by the large transverse sinus and
the physical depth of MEC (1.5 mm below the dorsal surface).
Removing overlaying cortical tissue to reach MEC is not desir-
able, because this tissue forms direct connections to MEC,
and since no physical barrier exists between MEC and the over-
laying cortical tissue, acute damage to MEC would likely result.
Instead, we developed a method to image from the caudal
side of the brain in which no cortical tissue was disturbed and
the dura surrounding the cortex was left intact. We performed
a craniotomy, removed a portion of the cerebellum, and chroni-
cally implanted a microprism (Chia and Levene, 2009) onto the
caudal surface of MEC (Figure 1A). Using an overhead two-
photon microscope (Figure 1B), the microprism provided optical
access to the MEC with the imaging plane parallel to the caudal
surface. Neurons were labeled with a genetically encoded cal-
cium indicator (GCaMP-6f) delivered via an adeno-associated
virus targeted to MEC. Fields of labeled neurons could often
be imaged through the MEC microprism (Figure 1D) for many
weeks and at depths of up to 300–400 mm (from the caudal
dura surface).
After virus infection and MEC microprism implantation, the
mice were trained to run along a 4 m or 5 m virtual linear track
for water reward. The mice were head restrained but were able
to run on a cylindrical treadmill. Their movement on the treadmill
caused movement along the track, which was displayed on sur-
rounding screens (Domnisoru et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2009)
(Figures 1B and 1C). At the end of the track, the mice received
a small water reward and were then ‘‘teleported’’ back to the
beginning of the track for the start of another traversal.
Once mice routinely ran along the track (5.1 ± 1.5 days of
training [mean ± SEM]; range, 2–14 days), imaging sessions
commenced. The two-photon imaging plane (fields of view,
380–450 mm medial-lateral by 300–370 mm dorsal-ventral; 16
fields in 7 mice) was positioned in MEC layer 2 (104 ± 20 mm
deep from the caudal dura surface, mean ± SD) where the activ-
ity of populations of neurons was recorded using time series
movies (14.4 or 28.8 frames/s) acquired during track traversals
(1.6 ± 0.5 track traversals/min, 24.0 ± 6.9 cm/s during imaging
sessions; 20.4 ± 7.2 track traversals per 12.4 ± 1.2 min time se-
ries recording) (Figures 1D–1F). Registration of two-photon im-
aging fields with respect to the caudal surface vasculature along
with postmortem staining and slicing was used to verify that the
imaging fields were located in MEC (Figures 1D and 1E, and see
Figure S1A and Supplemental Experimental Procedures online).
Somatic calcium transients were frequently observed in many
individual neurons across the population during track traversals1080 Neuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.(70.1 ± 22.0 active neurons/field, mean ± SD; range of 42–106
active neurons/field) (Figures 1D and 1F). Somatic calcium
transients from cortical neurons labeled with GCaMP-6f have
previously been shown to report action potential firing (Chen
et al., 2013), though in a different neuron type than studied
here inMEC. The calcium transients we recorded fromMEC neu-
rons are consistent with an action potential source (Figure 1F).
They varied in amplitude (Figure S1C, mean ± SD = 83.32% ±
62.82% DF/F), consistent with a difference in the number of
underlying action potentials, and varied in duration (Figure S1D,
mean ± SD = 5.0 ± 4.7 s), consistent with the summation of
multiple transients. Further, averaging our smallest-amplitude
somatic calcium transients produced a trace (Figure S1E) similar
to what is expected from a single somatic action potential based
on previous combined cell-attached and imagingmeasurements
(Chen et al., 2013) (however, single or double action potentials
may not always be detected under our imaging conditions).
We therefore used somatic calcium transients as a measure
of action potential firing in populations of MEC layer 2 neurons
during linear track traversals.
Identification and Characterization of Optically
Recorded Grid Cells
During track traversals, many neurons fired at several specific
locations along the track. The firing in these neurons repeated
at the same location across many traversals and formed multi-
ple distinct firing fields along the track that were highly similar
to previously reported mean linear track firing patterns from
identified grid cells in MEC (Brun et al., 2008; Domnisoru
et al., 2013; Hafting et al., 2008) (Figures 2A–2C, S2, and S3).
In order to classify these neurons as grid cells based on their
mean firing patterns along the virtual linear track, we made
use of a previously reported classifier which was developed
for the same purpose (Domnisoru et al., 2013). The classifier
was created based on single unit recordings from grid cells in
mice navigating a real two-dimensional open-field environment
and recordings from the same cells along a virtual linear track,
similar to ours. Making use of this classifier (see Experimental
Procedures), we identified 259 neurons as grid cells (out of
1,122 identified active neurons) across 16 imaging fields (16 ±
7 grid cells/field (mean ± SD), range of 9–34 grid cells/field)
in 7 mice. The classifier (Domnisoru et al., 2013) was designed
based on measurements using different recording methods
(extracellular tetrode recordings) and possibly from more dorsal
regions of the MEC compared to the recordings presented
here, and therefore the grid-classified cells should technically
be referred to as ‘‘putative grid cells’’; however, because
of the many similarities between the cells recorded here and
those of previous studies (see below), we refer to these cells
simply as ‘‘grid cells.’’
Consistent with both intra- and extracellular recordings of
grid cells in virtual and real environments (Figures S2F and
S2G), our optically recorded grid cell firing fields along the
linear track were characterized by a mean width of 44 ± 24 cm
(mean ± SD, n = 552), a mean number of fields per meter of
0.5 ± 0.1 (mean ± SD, n = 259) (Figures 2D and 2E), and a sig-
nificant negative relationship between the width and number
of fields per meter (Figure 2F; n = 259; p < 0.01, p = 0.34,
Figure 1. Cellular-Resolution Imaging of Neuronal Activity in MEC during Navigation along a Virtual Linear Track
(A) Horizontal (top) and sagittal (middle, left) schematics depicting microprism placement for imaging medial entorhinal cortex (MEC, green); a microprism-mount
assembly is shown alone (middle, right) and positioned on a fixed mouse brain to show the approximate positioning used during imaging experiments (bottom).
(B) Schematic showing two-photon microscope and virtual reality system.
(C) A 5 m virtual linear track layout (top view, top; screenshots, middle and bottom); mouse runs from start position to the reward location (green), where it is
‘‘teleported’’ back to start location.
(D) Top, epifluorescence image of GCaMP-6f fluorescence through chronic MEC microprism in awake mouse. Location of two-photon imaging field (yellow box)
and of post-mortem Alexa 594 pin-mark labeling (red dot) are shown. Middle and bottom, field of layer 2 MEC neurons (from region shown in [D], top) labeled with
GCaMP-6f and imaged through MEC microprism with two-photon microscopy.
(E) Sagittal section (postmortem) used to verify imaging plane location (yellow) asMEC (identified from pinmarking, red, in [D]) showsGCaMP-6f-labeled neurons
in MEC (green) and morphology from DAPi staining (blue).
(F) GCaMP-6f DF/F traces from three neurons (blue, top; significant transients highlighted in red) and activity patterns from 97 active neurons (bottom, significant
transients only) labeled in (D) (bottom). Time series data were acquired during virtual track traversals (bottom).
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Figure 2. Cellular-Resolution Imaging of
MEC Grid Cells
(A) Field of layer 2 MEC neurons labeled with
GCaMP-6f and imaged through MEC microprism
with two-photon microscopy.
(B) GCaMP-6f DF/F versus linear track position
traces for ten grid cells shown in Figure 2A. Each of
the 22 track traversals is shown for each of the ten
cells (bottom, significant transients highlighted in
red) along with the mean of DF/F versus track
position for all traversals (top); this mean trace is
referred to as the mean track firing pattern. Sig-
nificant grid fields are highlighted in green.
(C) Mean of DF/F versus track position for all other
grid cells shown in Figure 2A.
(D) Grid fields per meter and field width for all 259
grid cells (mean ± SD).
(E) Histograms of number of grid fields (left) and
field widths (right) for all grid cells.
(F) Field width decreases with increasing fields per
meter (n = 259 grid cells, **p < 0.01 Spearman rank
correlation coefficient).
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tive linear slope within 95% confidence bounds). Our optically
recorded grid cells also exhibited other properties consistent
with previously published observations (Brun et al., 2008; Dom-
nisoru et al., 2013; Fyhn et al., 2008; Hafting et al., 2008) (greater
number of grid fields in long versus short tracks, similar field
widths in long and short tracks, and little change in spatial firing
properties along the dorsal-ventral axis over the short distances
studied here) (Figures S2A–S2D). Among individual traversals in
which a given cell exhibited at least one significant transient, our
optically recorded grid cells fired in only a single grid field on
58%of the traversals and inmultiple grid fields on 42%of the tra-
versals. A similar quantification of single trial data is not readily
available from past studies for comparison; however, a qualita-
tive comparison to previous studies using rodents running
along real or virtual linear tracks demonstrates that many grid
cells often fire in only single fields or have little or no AP firing
in a given grid field on many traversals (Domnisoru et al., 2013;1082 Neuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Hafting et al., 2008). Finally, recent
modeling work appears to show that the
mean firing pattern of a particular grid
cell on a one-dimensional linear track is
likely the result of a linear traversal (slice)
through the cell’s grid field pattern in a
two-dimensional environment (Domni-
soru et al., 2013; Lewallen et al., 2013;
Yoon et al., 2013b), suggesting that the
firing mechanisms underlying the track
activity pattern in one-dimension are the
same as the mechanisms that lead to
the grid field firing in an open-field envi-
ronment. Thus our imaging methods are
capable of recording from populations
of grid cells in MEC that have firing
characteristics similar to those recorded
in freely moving rodents, and their trackfiring patterns likely result from the same mechanisms driving
firing in open-field environments.
Grid Cells Are Physically Clustered in MEC
With the ability to identify the anatomical location of grid cells
and nongrid cells (i.e., track active neurons, many with spatial
firing fields, which were not classified as grid cells) in the MEC
on the microcircuit scale, we next assessed the spatial micro-
organization of neurons within and between these two groups.
We focused on eight imaging fields with similar field of view sizes
(375 ± 7 mm by 298 ± 5 mm sizes) to minimize cell-cell distance
variance. When the neurons in the different imaging fields were
false colored according to their grid or nongrid identity (three
example fields shown in Figure 3A), grid cells appeared to cluster
together more than nongrid cells. To quantify the degree of
clustering within each of the fields, we calculated the mean of
the spatial separation between all grid cell pairs in each field
and compared it to the mean separation between all nongrid
Figure 3. Grid Cells Are Physically Clus-
tered in MEC with Respect to Nongrid Cells
(A) Three example fields (left) and all identified grid
cells (red) and nongrid cells (blue) for each field
(right).
(B) Histogram of distances measured between
grid cell-grid cell pairs (red) and nongrid cell-
nongrid cell pairs (blue) across eight imaging fields
with similar size.
(C) Mean grid cell-grid cell distance and nongrid
cell-nongrid cell distance for each of the eight
fields and the mean (colored lines) for all fields
(**p < 0.01, Student’s t test).
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Figure 3A, the mean grid cell-grid cell distance was significantly
less than themean nongrid cell-nongrid cell distance (130 ± 3 mm
versus 158 ± 2 mm, 115 ± 7 mm versus 146 ± 2 mm, 110 ± 4 mm
versus 130 ± 2 mm [mean ± SEM] for grid-grid versus nongrid-
nongrid distances for examples in Figure 3A, top to bottom,
respectively; p < 0.01 for all three examples, Student’s t test).Neuron 84, 1079–1090, DDue to the relatively large spatial extent
of each of the cell groups (grid cells and
nongrid cells), these small but signifi-
cant differences between the intra- and
intergroup neuron-neuron distances are
exactly what is expected, even for highly
spatially separated groups (Dombeck
et al., 2009). A similar effect in which
grid cell-grid cell distance was less than
nongrid cell-nongrid cell distance was
observed in six out of the eight imaging
fields (Figure 3C). When results from all
eight of the imaging fields were com-
bined, an average effect similar to that
seen in the above individual examples
(Figure 3A) was observed: grid cell-grid
cell distance was significantly less than
nongrid cell-nongrid cell distance (Fig-
ure 3B; 134 ± 2 mm versus 152 ± 1 mm
[mean ± SEM], p < 0.01, Student’s t
test). A similar result was observed
when only distances in the dorsal-ventral
or medial-lateral directions were exam-
ined (dorsal-ventral grid cell-grid cell dis-
tance, 89 ± 2 mm versus dorsal-ventral
nongrid cell-nongrid cell distance, 99 ±
1 mm, mean ± SEM, p < 0.01, Student’s
t test; medial-lateral grid cell-grid cell dis-
tance, 81 ± 2 mm versus medial-lateral
nongrid cell-nongrid cell distance, 95 ±
1 mm, mean ± SEM, p < 0.01, Student’s
t test). Additionally, when mean neuron-
neuron distances were measured from
randomly selected groups of neurons
in each imaging field (the number of
randomly selected neurons in each fieldequal to the number of grid cells in the field), the mean intraran-
dom neuron group distances were nearly always greater than
the mean grid cell-grid cell distances (996 out of 1,000 random
samples; p < 0.01 from bootstrapping; mean grid cell-grid cell
distance, 134 ± 2 mm; mean random neuron-neuron distance,
147.0 ± 0.2 mm, mean ± SEM). Thus, grid cells are more physi-
cally clustered in the MEC than nongrid cells, and grid cells areecember 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1083
Figure 4. A Mexican Hat-Shaped Relationship Exists between Grid Cell-Grid Cell Distance and Mean Track Firing Pattern Correlation
(A) Examples of higher (left) and lower (right) correlations between mean track firing patterns (mean of DF/F versus track position) of nearby (left) and middistance
(right) grid cell pairs.
(B) Plot of mean grid cell-grid cell distance versusmean track firing pattern correlation averaged over all grid cells in all acquired time series (black). The same plot
is also shown for a randomized data set in which grid cells were left in the same location but were randomly assigned the mean track firing pattern of a different
grid cell (red). Thick dark line represents moving average (30 micron window), with light bands depicting SEM. Thin dark line represents mean of data binned at
10 micron increments. **p < 0.01, from bootstrapping.
(C) Mean track firing pattern correlation for grid cells separated by 20–50 mm, 111–147 mm, and 200–256 mm. **p < 0.01, Tukey-Kramer. Error bars indicate SEM.
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randomly selecting subpopulations.
Grid Cells Are Functionally Micro-organized in MEC
With the ability to measure the firing patterns of grid cells in
the animal’s local environment and determine their anatomical
location in the MEC on the microcircuit scale, we next assessed
the functional microarrangement of grid cells. For all classified
grid cells in each imaging field, we calculated all pairwise
mean track firing pattern (mean DF/F versus track position)
correlations (see Figure 4A for example pairs) and pairwise
distances between the cells in the MEC, and then we combined
the results from all 16 imaging fields. When we plotted mean
firing pattern correlation as a function of mean distance between
the grid cells, we found a relationship characterized by a
‘‘Mexican hat’’ profile (Figure 4B): nearby grid cells (<50 mm)
fire at more similar locations in the environment and thus on
average have a relatively high correlation between their mean
track firing patterns, grid cells separated by an intermediate
distance (100–150 mm) fire at more dissimilar locations and
thus on average have a lower correlation, and grid cells sepa-
rated by a larger distance (200–250 mm) display a wide range
of firing location overlap and thus on average have an intermedi-
ate correlation. A qualitatively similar Mexican hat profile was
also observed in both themedial-lateral and dorsal-ventral direc-
tions (Figures S4C and S4D), though, interestingly, the trough
of the profile was found at a greater distance in themedial-lateral
compared to dorsal-ventral direction.
In order to determine the statistical significance of this rela-
tionship, within each imaging field the grid cells were left in the1084 Neuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.same anatomical location but were randomly assigned the
mean track firing pattern of a different grid cell. When this
randomization procedure was repeated 1,000 times, the exper-
imental data firing pattern correlation versus distance profile
(Figure 4B, black) was found to be statistically significantly
different than the randomized data profile (Figure 4B, red)
(p < 1012, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The track firing pattern
correlations between the experimental and randomized data
were also compared within windows (30 mm in width) around
each single micron step for significance (Figure 4B, **p < 0.01,
from bootstrapping), and position bins were chosen containing
all micron steps in contiguous regions of the experimental
data where the correlations were significantly above, below,
or not different than the randomized data: track firing pattern
correlations for grid cells separated by 20–50 mm, 111–147 mm,
or 200–256 mm were significantly larger, smaller, or not different
than the correlations in the randomized data, respectively
(Figure 4B). Further, the correlations between mean track firing
patterns for nearby grid cells (20–50 mm) were significantly
greater than correlations for grid cells separated by intermediate
distances (111–147 mm) (Figure 4C), while the correlations
for nearby and intermediate distance-separated cells were
significantly higher and lower than correlations for cells sepa-
rated by larger distances (200–256 mm) (Figure 4C, p < 109,
one-way ANOVA; p < 0.01, post hoc Tukey-Kramer), respec-
tively. Importantly, the same Mexican hat correlation profile
was not observed between nongrid cells (Figures S4A and
S4B). Thus, the Mexican hat-shaped relationship between
pairwise grid cell-grid cell distance and mean track firing
pattern correlation is present in both the medial-lateral and
Neuron
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seen in nongrid cells from the same imaging fields.
DISCUSSION
Grid Cells Display Physical Clustering and Functional
Micro-organization
By developing optical methods for functional imaging with
cellular resolution in the MEC of behaving mice, we were able
to record the firing patterns of large populations of MEC neurons
during navigation along a virtual linear track. We classified many
of the neurons as grid cells based on their firing patterns along
the virtual linear track and demonstrated that grid cells in the
MEC are functionally micro-organized. Therefore, the functional
micro-organization of this class of neurons in the MEC is more
reminiscent of functional microclustering previously observed
in sensorimotor regions (Bonin et al., 2011; Dombeck et al.,
2009; Hira et al., 2013; Issa et al., 2014; Komiyama et al., 2010;
Sato et al., 2007) rather than the random or limited functional
microarrangement observed in high-level-association brain re-
gions (Dombeck et al., 2010; Harvey et al., 2012). Interestingly,
similar investigations of place cells in the hippocampus found lit-
tle or no relationship between cell-cell distance and environment
firing overlap (Dombeck et al., 2010; Redish et al., 2001). While
such seemingly random positioning of cell bodies in the hippo-
campus may reflect the high degree of plasticity required for
forming associations to encode new experiences, the more
functionally organized structure of the MEC could be useful
for maintaining the relatively constant regular representation
seen in grid cells across dynamic environments. Thus differ-
ences in encoding demands may be reflected in the anatomical
microarrangement of neurons of a given microcircuit, possibly
due to the variable influence of fundamental constraints such
as wiring distance minimization, network flexibility, and informa-
tion storage capacity.
Our imaging methods also revealed that grid cells are physi-
cally clustered in layer 2 of the MEC compared to nongrid cells.
Previous studies (Kitamura et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2014) have
demonstrated physical clustering of calbindin positiveMEC layer
2 neurons, which are likely pyramidal neurons (Varga et al.,
2010), but no clustering of reelin positive neurons, which are
likely stellate cells (Varga et al., 2010). Separate intracellular
grid cell patch-clamp studies (Domnisoru et al., 2013;
Schmidt-Hieber and Ha¨usser, 2013) demonstrated that the grid
cell population is composed of both stellate cells and pyramidal
neurons. Thus, together these studies suggest that the grid cell
population is composed of two subpopulations of neurons,
one that forms spatially clustered groups and the other that is
more uniformly distributed. Therefore, when examined across
the population, the combined results of these previous studies
predict some degree of spatial clustering of grid cells, a predic-
tion which is supported by the results presented here.
Grid Cell Functional Micro-organization Suggests
Nearby Grid Cells Have Similar Spatial Phase
Spatial phase is a measure of a grid cell’s mean firing pattern in
a two-dimensional environment and refers to the location of
the grid vertices with respect to another grid cell (of the sameNspacing and orientation). What, then, can our results using the
mean track firing pattern along a one-dimensional track tell us
about the relative differences in spatial phase of neighboring
grid cells? Recent analysis (Domnisoru et al., 2013) and
modeling (Lewallen et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2013b) demonstrate
that the mean firing pattern of a particular grid cell on a one-
dimensional linear track is likely the result of a linear traversal
(slice) through the cell’s grid field pattern in a two-dimensional
environment. Based on this result and additional data demon-
strating that grid spacing and orientation of nearby grid cells
are highly similar (Hafting et al., 2005; Stensola et al., 2012;
Yoon et al., 2013a), the correlation between the mean firing
patterns of two grid cells along a linear track is likely related to
the similarity between their grid phases in a two-dimensional
environment (Figure S5): high or low linear track firing pattern
correlations arise from in- or out-of-phase grid cells, respectively
(i.e., linear track correlation is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of two-dimensional phase similarity). Therefore, our results
demonstrating that the linear track firing patterns of nearby
grid cells in MEC are on average more highly correlated than
cells separated by greater distances suggest that grid phase is
not randomly distributed across the grid cell population, but
instead, nearby grid cells, on average, have more similar spatial
firing phases than those further apart.
Comparison to Other Methods
Previous grid cell studies have used electrode methods, either
juxtacellular recordings capable of functional measurements
followed by morphological study (Burgalossi et al., 2011), intra-
cellular recordings capable of subthreshold membrane potential
dynamics measurements (followed by morphological study)
(Domnisoru et al., 2013; Schmidt-Hieber and Ha¨usser, 2013),
or tetrode recordings capable of simultaneous recordings from
populations of grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005; Stensola et al.,
2012). Interestingly, a previous study using tetrodes found that
the grid phases of grid cells simultaneously recorded from the
same tetrode were apparently not related (Hafting et al., 2005).
This is in contrast to our results which suggest that, on average,
nearby grid cells have similar spatial phase. It is likely that this
discrepancy arises from the differences between the recording
methods. Two-photon imaging is capable of subcellular resolu-
tion and simultaneous recording from hundreds of neurons
within a small region (hundreds of microns). These recording ca-
pabilities are well suited to studying fine-scale functional organi-
zation (Figures 3 and 4). By contrast, tetrodes appear to sparsely
sample from only a few of the neurons within an 50–100
micron radius of the recording sites (Henze et al., 2000; Mechler
et al., 2011). The small number of recorded neurons and rela-
tively low spatial resolution (>100–200 microns) likely make
observing fine-scale functional organization, such as that seen
in Figure 4, difficult or impossible with tetrodes.
Combining our microprism MEC imaging approach with mini-
aturized microscopes (Sawinski et al., 2009; Ziv et al., 2013)
may allow for recordings of grid cells in freely moving animals.
Such recordings could enable grid cell population imaging ex-
periments during open-field navigation, providing direct mea-
sures of grid phase, spacing and orientation. Two-dimensional
open-field experiments have not yet been demonstrated foreuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1085
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future technical advances may allow for two-dimensional spatial
behaviors and the formation of two-dimensional neural spatial
representations, it is possible that the lack of vestibular input in
head-restrained animals, which can be used to update heading
direction, may make such studies difficult and may limit studies
to one-dimensional environments. On the other hand, experi-
ments using virtual reality and table-top microscopes can take
advantage of the ability to manipulate environmental stimuli in
ways not possible in real environments (Dombeck and Reiser,
2012) and rapidly adopt new optical techniques (Go¨bel and
Helmchen, 2007; Ji et al., 2012; Katona et al., 2012). Thus, we
anticipate that our imaging methods will open a new avenue
for probingMEC networks by allowing for the powerful combina-
tion of imaging and genetic fluorescent tools to be applied to the
microcircuitry of mice behaving in flexible virtual environments.
Interpretation of Results in Context of CAN Models
Recent evidence has provided strong support for CAN models
as the mechanism underlying the grid cell firing pattern (Couey
et al., 2013; Domnisoru et al., 2013; Moser et al., 2014; Pastoll
et al., 2013; Stensola et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2013a). In CAN
models, grid cells are arranged on a two-dimensional lattice
where they receive feedforward excitation, which drives firing
in the network. Localized ‘‘activity bumps’’ form across the
network due to specific patterns of connectivity defined in
network space (connection sign and strength versus distance
between neurons in the network). While the specific connectivity
patterns vary between the different CAN models, network activ-
ity bumps are always generated, either multiple activity bumps
in a triangular grid pattern or single activity bumps (with appro-
priate boundary conditions). During navigation, the activity
bumps are appropriately driven across the network by mouse
heading direction and velocity input to lead to grid field firing in
the environment.
Assuming that grid cell firing is indeed driven by CANs, a com-
parison between the functional organization of grid cells in
network space (the functional organization that arises from their
connectivity patterns) and real brain space might provide inter-
esting suggestions about how network space connectivity might
map onto real brain space. For example, a similar functional or-
ganization in network and brain space would suggest that the
pattern of connectivity defined in network space is nonrandomly
mapped onto real brain space, while dissimilar patterns would
suggest more randommapping (though, clearly, functional orga-
nization measurements in real brain space do not provide a
direct measure of grid cell connectivity). Recent evidence from
brain slices demonstrates that layer 2 MEC neurons likely do
not share feedback excitation (Couey et al., 2013; Dhillon and
Jones, 2000; Pastoll et al., 2013) and are likely connected only
through inhibitory interneurons (Beed et al., 2013; Couey et al.,
2013; Pastoll et al., 2013). We therefore focused our analysis
and interpretation on CAN models that use feedback inhibition
(in the form of a structured ring[s]) between neighboring grid cells
in network space. We implemented a CAN model (Burak and
Fiete, 2009; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) in
which multiple activity bumps are generated in network space
(Burak and Fiete, 2009; Couey et al., 2013; Fuhs and Touretzky,1086 Neuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.2006). When the activity bumps were driven across the network
in a single direction to model a mouse running along a linear path
through its environment (Figure S6A), a Mexican hat-shaped
relationship was observed between grid cell-grid cell network
connectivity distance and environment firing location correlation
(Figure S6A). A qualitatively similar Mexican hat relationship was
also observed for a CAN model generating only a single activity
bump (similar to those presented in Guanella et al., 2007; Pastoll
et al., 2013) (Figure S6C).
Our experimental data demonstrate a Mexican hat-shaped
relationship between grid cell-grid cell distance inMEC and envi-
ronment firing location correlation that is qualitatively similar to
the relationship found in CAN model network space (Figure 4B).
Assuming that grid cell networks are indeed connected as pro-
posed by recent CAN models (Burak and Fiete, 2009; Couey
et al., 2013; Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006; Guanella et al., 2007;
Pastoll et al., 2013), this similarity suggests that grid cells may
be, at least partly, anatomically organized in MEC according to
their network connectivity pattern.
Though the qualitative shape (Mexican hat) is similar between
our data and that predicted in network space by CAN models,
significant differences in the correlation amplitudes exist. For
example, the mean correlation for closely neighboring grid cells
in MEC was 0.2 (Figures 4B and 4C) compared to the 1.0
value predicted by CAN models for closely neighboring neurons
in network space (Figures S6A and S6C). We found that a similar
decrease in correlation amplitude can be generated by using a
CAN model with partially randomized mapping from network
space to physical brain space (Figure S6B). Thus, in the context
of CAN models, while the Mexican hat profile observed in our
data suggests that grid cells may be anatomically organized in
the MEC according to their network connectivity pattern, the
amplitude of the correlations in the profile suggests that some
randomization of their anatomical organization likely exists with
respect to their network connectivity pattern. The Mexican hat
correlation structure and correlation values close to 1.0 for
closely neighboring grid cells are most likely to be observed
between grid cells which are members of the same functional
module. It is therefore possible that some of the reduction in
correlation amplitude may also be due to our imaging fields
containing grid cells from different functional modules. Finally,
many other grid cell models have been developed (Burgess
et al., 2007; Bush and Burgess, 2014; Grossberg and Pilly,
2012; Hasselmo et al., 2007; Mhatre et al., 2012; Zilli and
Hasselmo, 2010), and future comparisons between our data
and the predictions of thesemodels may also provide interesting
suggestions about how network space connectivity might map
onto real brain space.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mouse Surgery, Virtual Reality, and Behavior Training
All experiments were approved and conducted in accordance with the
Northwestern University Animal Care and Use Committee. Seven male
C57-BL6 mice (P70) were anesthetized using 1%–2% isofluorane. For virus
injection, a small (0.5 mm) craniotomy was made over the MEC (centered
at 3.1 mm lateral from bregma and 0.2 mm rostral from the rostral edge of
the transverse sinus). Using a beveled pipette (1–2 MU), 30 nL of AAV1-
Syn-GCaMP-6f was injected at three depths along the dorsal-ventral axis
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after the viral injection, a surgery to chronically implant a microprism was
performed. Mice were anesthetized, and an approximately rectangular
craniotomy was made over the dorsal surface of the cortex (above MEC)
and cerebellum with corners positioned as follows: (1) 2.1 mm lateral of
bregma, 4.5 mm caudal of bregma (300–500 mm rostral of the transverse
sinus); (2) 4.5 mm lateral of bregma, 4.5 mm caudal of bregma (300–
500 mm rostral of the transverse sinus); (3) 2.1 mm lateral of bregma,
7.75–8mmcaudal of bregma (3.25–3.5 mmcaudal of the transverse sinus);
and (4) 4.5 mm lateral of bregma, 7.75–8 mm caudal of bregma (3.25–
3.5 mm caudal of the transverse sinus). A portion of the cerebellum (15%–
20% of the total cerebellum volume, including portions of the simple lobule,
crus 1 and 2 of the ansiform lobule, and the paramedian lobule) was removed
using suction to expose the caudal surface of the MEC. A thin layer of surgi-
foam was applied to cover the remaining surface of cerebellum. The tentorium
separating the cerebellum and the cortex was then carefully removed using
fine forceps, making sure to leave the dura over the MEC completely intact.
Tentorium removal was critical for maintaining a clear MEC microprism
window over many weeks to months. A microprism (right angle prism with
1.5 mm side length and reflective enhanced aluminum coating on the hypote-
nuse, Tower Optical) was mounted on a custom stainless steel mount (using
UV curable adhesive, Norland) (Figure 1A, middle right), and this assembly
was then positioned by aligning the front face of the microprism parallel to
the caudal surface of the MEC and aligning the top surface of the microprism
perpendicular to the (eventual) axis of excitation light propagation. A thin layer
of Kwik-Sil was applied to the caudal MEC surface prior to microprism implan-
tation to fill the void between the brain and the front surface of the microprism.
The microprism and mount were rigidly held in place and the craniotomy
sealed by application of a thin layer of Metabond to all exposed sides of the
microprism (except the top surface of the prism) and mount and on any
exposed skull or brain. After the metabond cured, the transverse sinus was
gently pulled rostral with a custom small aluminum clip (1.5 mm 3
4.5 mm), which was held in place with superglue (Loctite 401), to ensure a
large portion of the top face of the microprism was exposed. Subsequently,
a titanium headplate (9.5 mm 3 38 mm) was attached to the dorsal surface
of the skull, centered upon and aligned parallel to the top face of the micro-
prism. The headplate was used to head restrain the mouse as described pre-
viously (Dombeck et al., 2009, 2010). A titanium ring (27 mm outer diameter
and 12.5 mm inner diameter, with a 3 mm high edge) was then attached to
the top surface of the headplate, centered around the microprism, and the
area between the craniotomy and the inner edge of the metal ring was covered
with opaque dental cement (Metabond, Parkell, made opaque by adding 0.5 g
of carbon powder, Sigma Aldrich). The metal ring and opaque metabond,
combined with the loose-fitting black rubber tube and tight-fitting metal rings
described previously (Dombeck et al., 2010), were required to block stray light
from the virtual reality screen.
After the surgery, the mice were allowed to recover in their home cages for
2–3 days. After this time, the mice began water scheduling (receiving 1 mL
of water/day) as described previously (Dombeck et al., 2010; Harvey et al.,
2009) and were regularly exposed to a large ‘‘playground’’ with running wheels
and tunnels to encourage exploration and locomotion. Some mice displayed
motor and locomotion deficits due to the cerebellar lesion, but all mice usually
recovered full mobility with limited motor deficits; the playground time was
found to speed recovery in these mice, but all mice were exposed to the
playground.
Our virtual reality and treadmill system were similar to those previously
described (Dombeck et al., 2010; Domnisoru et al., 2013; Harvey et al.,
2009), but with the following differences. Five flat-panel IPS LCD monitors
(LG IPS235V) were removed from their plastic housing (to minimize bezel
width between screens), mounted vertically, and arranged in an approximately
half-octagon shape to act as one large continuous screen (using an AMD
Radeon HD 6900 video card and AMD Eyefinity software) to display the virtual
reality environment (Figures 1B and 1C). The screens were adjusted for low
light emission and were positioned such that the center of each of the five
screens was 15 in from the mouse. The virtual reality environment displayed
across the screens covered 217 and 67 of the mouse’s horizontal and
vertical field of view, respectively. The Quake2 video game engine describedNpreviously (Domnisoru et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2009) was used here for
the virtual simulation, with minor modifications: the virtual environment was
rendered with 5,827 3 1,920 pixels, and the rendering engine was modified
such that the image displayed across the five screens had the geometrically
correct perspective for the mouse on the treadmill. Mice were head restrained
with their limbs resting on a freely rotating treadmill consisting of a8 in diam-
eter by 5 in wide Styrofoam discwith ametal shaft fixed through the disc center
(Figure 1B). Low friction ball bearings (SFR155ZZ A7, Dynaroll Corp) were
affixed to the ends of the metal shaft and held in place on the optical table us-
ing a custom mount.
Mouse locomotion speed on the treadmill was read using a rotary encoder
(E2-5000, US Digital used for most experiments; a few early experiments used
a E6B2-CWZ3E, Yumo) attached to the metal shaft and used to update for-
ward position in the virtual track, as described previously (Dombeck et al.,
2010; Harvey et al., 2009). The movement gain was set such that the full length
of the virtual track was traversed by6.4 or 8 rotations of the treadmill (4 or 5m
of linear distance, for two different track lengths used here; most experiments
used the 5 m track, but a few early experiments used a 4 m track; the single
experiment shown in Figure S2 used 3 m and 6 m tracks), and the view angle
in the virtual environment was fixed such that the mouse’s view was always
straight down the center of the track. The rotational velocity of the treadmill
(directly related to the mouse’s running speed on the treadmill) was linearly
related to movement speed along the virtual track. Backward movement on
the treadmill was also measured and used to update position (in the backward
direction) in the virtual track; however, mice almost never moved in the back-
ward direction on the treadmill. Once the mice traversed the full length of the
track, they received a small water reward (4 mL) in the track end zone. After the
reward and a 2 s delay period, the mouse was ‘‘teleported’’ back to the start of
the track to begin another traversal.
Approximately seven days after surgery, behavior training on the virtual
linear track began. Mice were trained 1 hr per day until they routinely ran
1–3 track traversals/min. The number of days required to reach this criterion
varied depending on the mouse and ranged from 2 to 14 days. Once this
criterion was reached, imaging experiments began.
Two-Photon Imaging of MEC Neurons
A Moveable Objective Microscope (Sutter Instruments) was customized for
our imaging experiments. The microscope consisted of a resonant scanning
module (Thorlabs), a 203/0.45 NA air immersion objective (correction col-
lar, 1.25) (LUCPlanFL N, Olympus) and enhanced collection optics. Green
GCaMP6f fluorescence was routed to a GaAsP PMT (H10770PA-40) using a
series of dichroic mirrors and band-pass filters (in order after leaving the
back aperture; Semrock): FF665-Di02 long-pass dichroic, FF01-680/sp
short-pass filter, FF560-Di01 long-pass dichroic, and FF01-510/84 band-
pass filter. Stray light from the virtual reality monitor was blocked using a
custom box surrounding the top of the microscope objective and the overlying
dichroic mirror (not including the tube lens, scan lens, galvos, or routing
mirrors). This box had one hole on top, for entry of the excitation beam, which
was covered with a color glass filter (FGL780, Thorlabs), and one hole on
bottom for the microscope objective. This bottom hole was sealed using the
same loose black rubber tube and tight-fittingmetal rings described previously
(Dombeck et al., 2010). ScanImage 4 was used for microscope control and
acquisition (Pologruto et al., 2003). Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra II,
Coherent) light at 920 nm was used as the excitation source. Laser average
power at the sample (after the objective) was 120–170 mW. A pockels cell
(350-80-LA-BK-02, 302RM driver, Conoptics) was used to blank laser excita-
tion at the edges of the field of view.
Time series movies (10,000 frames, 1,024 3 1,024 pixels, 0.0678 ms/line or
24,000 frames, 5123 512 pixels, 0.0678ms/line) were acquired at 14.4 Hz and
28.8 Hz, respectively. Time series acquisition was initiated during behavior pe-
riods of high-reward rate on the linear track task.
A Digidata1440A (Molecular Devices) data acquisition system was used to
record (Clampex 10.3) and synchronize position in the linear track, reward
timing, and two-photon image frame timing.
Our microscope was also equipped with a custom wide-field imaging path
(IR diode excitation source at 850 nm and CCD camera, Sentech) that was
used to locate the prism before two-photon imaging.euron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1087
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Data were analyzed on a Dell Power Edge 720 Server using ImageJ (Version
1.47) and custom software written in MATLAB (Version R2011a and Version
R2013b). All data in the figures are presented as mean ± SD, except in
reference to the plots shown in Figures 4C, S2C, and S4B, where error rep-
resents SEM.
To decrease the amount of time required for motion correction, the x and y
dimensions of the time series movies were cropped to a size of 256–768 3
256–768 pixels. Motion correction on this cropped time series was performed
using whole frame cross-correlation, as described previously (Dombeck et al.,
2010; Miri et al., 2011), to generate a set of x and y shifts for each frame of
the time series with respect to a reference frame. These shifts were then
applied to the original (noncropped) time series to generate the motion-
corrected time series used for subsequent analysis.
Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using Cell Sort (Mukamel et al.,
2009), using the following parameters: threshold = 3–4.5; area limits = 150–
4,000 pixels; smoothing width = 0.75–1.0; mu = 0.7; principal components =
150. All ROIs generated by Cell Sort were visually inspected to select for
neuronal somata; any ROIs that appeared to be dendrites were removed
from the analysis. DF/F versus time traces were generated for each ROI as
previously described (Dombeck et al., 2010). Briefly, slow changes in the fluo-
rescence traces were removed by examining the distribution of fluorescence
in a83.3 s interval centered around each sample in the trace and normalized
by the 8th percentile value. These baseline-corrected somatic fluorescence
traces were then subjected to the analysis of the ratio of positive to negative
going transients of various amplitudes and durations described previously
(Dombeck et al., 2007, 2010; Harvey et al., 2009). We used this analysis to
identify significant transients with <1% false-positive error rates and gener-
ated the significant transient-only traces (significant transients left untouched,
but all time points between the significant transients are set to 0; seen in Fig-
ure 1F, top [red], and bottom) that were used for all analysis in this research.
Occasionally, multiple ROIs were identified for the same cell (duplicate ROIs)
by Cell Sort. If two or more ROIs had centroids separated by less than 15 mi-
crons and the Pearson’s correlation between the two cells’ significant transient
only traces was greater than 0.6, then only one of the ROIs was kept for
analysis. The duration of significant transients was computed as the full tran-
sient width for each transient, and maximum amplitude of significant DF/F
transients was measured as the largest DF/F in each transient.
Here, grid cells were defined based on the classifier developed and outlined
in Domnisoru et al. (2013). Time points in the significant transient-only traces
were included in the analysis if they occurred during continuous running
periods greater than 30 cm in length in which the running velocity was greater
than 1 cm/s. For each cell, themeanDF/Fwas calculated as a function of linear
track position in 5 cm bins spanning the length of the track. Candidate in-grid-
field and out-of-grid-field bins were defined by comparing the mean DF/F
value in each 5 cm bin to a bootstrap shuffled distribution.
The shuffle distribution was created for each significant transient-only trace
by randomly shuffling the significant transients and each intertransient period
to generate a new random time series. Intertransient intervals longer than one-
fourth of the mean intertransient interval from the original trace were randomly
subdivided until all intertransient intervals were shorter than one-fourth of
the original mean. The mean shuffled DF/F versus track position in 5 cm bins
was generated using the same procedure outlined above. This process
was repeated 1,000 times to generate a bootstrap shuffled distribution at
each 5 cm bin. Both the real and shuffled mean track activity patterns were
smoothed using a three-point Gaussian window with a standard deviation of
one. For each bin, a p value was defined as the number of times the real
data mean DF/F was greater than the shuffled data mean DF/F divided by
1,000. Candidate in-grid fields were defined as three or more adjacent 5 cm
bins each with a p value R 0.85 and with a significant transient occurring
in at least one of the bins on at least 20% of all traversals through the field.
Candidate out-of-grid-field regions were defined as two or more adjacent
5 cm bins each with a p value% 0.25.
Once candidate In-grid-field and out-of-grid-field regions were defined,
cells were classified as grid cells if they that had (1) at least three transitions
from in-grid-field to out-of-grid-field or out-of-grid-field to in-grid-field periods,
(2) a mean DF/F during in-grid-field periods that was at least twice that during1088 Neuron 84, 1079–1090, December 3, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.out-of-grid-field periods, (3) 30% of bins were assigned as either in-grid-field
or out-of-grid-field, and (4) the widest grid field was less than 100 cm. Grid field
widths shown in Figures 2 and S2 were computed as the full in-grid-field width
as defined above, excluding any fields that did not contain an out-of-grid-field
period on each side of the grid field. Note that while our track field widths are
most likely defined from slices through two-dimensional grid firing fields, the
track field widths are not a direct measure of the widths expected in an
open-field two-dimensional environment. Nongrid cells were defined as any
track active cells identified by Cell Sort that were not classified as grid cells
(as described above). It should be noted that many cells classified as nongrid
cells had spatially selective firing patterns but did not pass the strict criteria for
the grid cell classifier.
The pairwise mean track firing pattern correlations for all classified grid
cells and nongrid cells were computed as the Pearson’s correlation between
the mean DF/F versus track position traces (referred to as the mean track
firing pattern). The distance between neurons was measured as the
Euclidean distance between the centroids of each neuron’s ROI. For data
shown in Figure S4, the medial-lateral or dorsal-ventral distances were
measured as the distance between the centroids in the x dimension or y
dimension, respectively. In order to compare the distribution of pairwise
grid cell-grid cell distances to a random distribution, within each field, a
random subset of all cells in the field (i.e., all grid cells and all nongrid cells)
were chosen equal to the number of grid cells identified in that field. All pair-
wise distances in this randomly selected subset of cells were computed and
the mean across all fields was compared to the mean of the real grid cell-grid
cell distances. This procedure was repeated 1,000 times, and the bootstrap
p value was defined as the number of times that the mean of the real grid
cell-grid cell distance distribution was above the mean of the bootstrap dis-
tribution divided by 1,000. To measure the pairwise distance between neu-
rons in either the medial-lateral or dorsal-ventral dimensions to compare
the pairwise track firing correlations (shown in Figures S4C and S4D), fields
were divided into four equally spaced bands (aligned in either the dorsal-
ventral or medial-lateral direction). The distance between neuron-neuron
pairs was then measured in the medial-lateral or dorsal-ventral dimension
only if the centroid of both neurons were contained within a given band.
The moving averages shown in Figures 4B, S4A, S4C, and S4D (thick-dark
lines) were computed by taking the mean of all pairwise correlations con-
tained within a 30 micron pairwise distance window centered upon each
micron for distances >20 microns. The binned traces shown in Figures 4B
and S4A (thin-dark lines) were computed by binning the pairwise distances
into 10 micron bins and taking the mean of all pairwise correlations contained
in each bin. The pairwise correlation of the significant DF/F time series be-
tween nongrid cells revealed a discontinuity (increase in correlation) for pairs
of cells <20 microns apart, which could be caused by fluorescence signal
crosstalk. To eliminate any potential for signal crosstalk between closely
neighboring neurons, only pairwise track activity pattern correlations from
neurons separated by more than 20 microns were included in the analysis.
In order to generate the bootstrap shuffled distribution shown in Figure 4B
(and Figures S4C and S4D), within each imaging field the grid cells were
left in the same location but were randomly assigned the mean track firing
pattern of a different grid cell. This randomization procedure was repeated
1,000 times, and the above procedure for calculating correlation versus
distance (using the sliding window) was applied to the randomized data
sets. A bootstrap p value was then defined as the number of times the
real data mean correlation was greater than (or less than) the randomized
distribution mean correlation within the windows (30 mm) around each single
micron step divided by 1,000.
The relative grid field phase versus pairwise grid cell-grid cell mean one-
dimensional slice (traversal) firing correlation shown in Figure S5C was
computed by comparing the activity of nine grid cells with hexagonally
arranged Gaussian grid fields (for clarity, only four of the nine cells are dis-
played in Figures S5A and S5B). The relative phase along a cardinal direction
was defined as the distance offset between the spatial activity patterns of
grid cell i and grid cell j in the cardinal direction, divided by the distance
contained in one period of grid cell i. The correlation was computed as the
Pearson’s correlation of the mean one-dimensional slice firing patterns be-
tween grid cell i and grid cell j, using either on-axis or off-axis traversals.
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